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Abstract—Many recently proposed clean slate Internet ar-
chitectures essentially depend on more flexible and extended
representation of Internet topology on which next generation
routing protocols may operate. Representation of neighboring
relationships between Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in finer
granularity is promising to overcome many shortcomings of
the current Internet architecture. Similarly, contract-switching
paradigm promotes an ISP to define itself as a set of edge-
to-edge (g2g) links that connect ingress and egress routers
of its domain. Each link is represented by a contract which
defines not only neighboring relationships with other domains but
also economic (e.g., price), performance (e.g., quality of service
parameters) and temporal (e.g., lifetime of the dedicated link)
attributes attached to this g2g link. In this work, we introduce
Path-Vector Contract Routing (PVCR) protocol which allows
multi-metric, multi-hop negotiation of end-to-end inter-domain
paths by leveraging path-vector style construction on top of g2g
contract definitions. Our analysis on synthetic and real-world
topologies show that Path-Vector Contract Routing has many
promising properties such as rich route diversity, end-to-end
multi-domain QoS and low control traffic. We also investigate
inter-domain traffic engineering capabilities of PVCR which
inherently considers economics of routing in its opportunistic
settings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Current Internet architecture has some well-known short-

comings as discussed by many researchers [1]–[3]. In essence,

lack of choice expression provided by routing protocols can

be blamed for a significant portion of these shortcomings. The

lack of expressional flexibility revives itself in many aspects of

routing such as traffic engineering, routing performance, and

end-to-end QoS services. Further, the existing architecture is

too rigid in terms of economics and has major inflexibilities

in handling inter-domain routing economics. The inter-domain

service level agreements (SLAs) are too coarse in terms of tem-

poral granularity and require long amounts of times (months

to years) and bureaucracy to set up or tear down. In terms of

spatial granularity, the existing internetwork architecture em-

ploys point-to-anywhere prefix-based forwarding and limited

representation of Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and their

neighboring relationships. Currently, an ISP is abstracted as a

node and the de-facto inter-domain routing protocol, Border

Gateway Protocol (BGP), enjoys this simplicity in providing a

single path, policy-based forwarding services. However, such

coarse abstraction of ISPs as a node does not offer sufficient

granularity for explicit expression of economic intents and

internal conditions to other ISPs. Though it is possible to

implicitly express such intents and conditions via attributes

like MED and AS-PATH [4], achieving effective inter-domain

traffic engineering and economics is simply not possible with

Fig. 1. ISP abstraction: “set of links” against “single node”

such rigid and indirect components. [5].

As it is widely known today, ISPs operate their networks at

reasonably low utilization levels for many reasons. However,

end-to-end guaranteed services could not become reality due to

lack of direct and sufficiently flexible tools and architectural

mechanisms that allow automatic establishment of inter-ISP

SLAs and forwarding relationships. We use the contract-

switching paradigm [5] to establish an inter-domain routing

framework that enables establishment of end-to-end contracts.

Our model is based on defining edge-to-edge (g2g) dynamic

capacity, guaranteed bandwidth services between arbitrary

edge routers of an ISP domain as virtual “contract link”

abstractions. As illustrated in Figure 1, such g2g contract link

abstractions make an ISP be represented as a set of links

rather than a node at the inter-domain level. This architectural

approach lets providers advertise their enhanced services by

defining open interfaces at domain level while preserving

their network transparency, at least at the level of what BGP

currently reveals through policy inference.

To automate the SLA establishment process, we embed g2g

contract links into inter-domain routing and view the inter-

domain routing problem as “contract routing”. Though such

contract routing is not practical at packet level, operational

time-scale of contract routing can practically be much finer

than the existing SLAs [5]. In this paper, we present a contract

routing protocol, Path-Vector Contract Routing (PVCR), that

uses path-vector style composition of end-to-end contract

paths by concatenating g2g contract links advertised by in-

dividual ISPs. Similar to BGP’s path-vector announcements,

PVCR allows an ISP to advertise its ingress-to-egress services

as g2g contract links with economic (e.g., price), performance
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(e.g., QoS parameters) and temporal (e.g., contract duration)

attributes. ISPs may advertise different attributes for each

g2g contract link, and thus operate with great flexibility in

expressing and representing their networks to outside world.

A key capability PCVR allows is multi-hop multi-metric

path negotiation among ISPs. The existing inter-domain rout-

ing architecture only allows single-hop and implicit nego-

tiations among neighbor ISPs; and only single metric (i.e.,

the number of Autonomous System (AS) hops) is considered

during these negotiations. Indeed, the existing architecture

does not really allow “path” negotiations as ISPs interact

only with their immediate neighbors. PVCR enables an ISP

to negotiate with ISPs several hops away from its imme-

diate neighbors. Such powerful negotiation capabilities and

inter-ISP economics provides a highly flexible platform for

enhanced cost recovery as well as risk and revenue sharing

mechanisms, which are greatly needed to keep the business of

Internet service provisioning a viable one. In terms of inter-

domain traffic engineering and management, we show that

PVCR outperforms the existing BGP model.

PVCR’s flexibility in handling inter-domain routing and

economics come with additional overhead in path compu-

tations over contract definitions. We explore the trade-off

between being able to explore existing end-to-end paths and

the amount of path-vector announcements needed. We show

that the overhead can reasonably be controlled while achiev-

ing highly effective exploration of the paths offered by the

underlying topology. We relate PVCR to simplistic policy and

locality mechanisms in order to keep its path computation and

messaging overhead under control.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II,

we explain Path-Vector Contract Routing, its path-vector style

multi-domain path construction method and also additional

mechanisms which prevent path explosion problem introduced

by randomized path exploration process. In Section III, we

investigate PVCR behavior under simple ISP filtering and

forwarding policies. In Section IV, we analyze PVCR perfor-

mance in providing path diversity for multi-path routing and

routing reliability considerations. Section V includes analysis

on performance of PVCR traffic engineering mechanisms in

compared to current TE practices.

A. Related Work

The routing architecture of the Internet has been at debate

for several years. Many Internet architecture models have been

proposed lately with the increasing efforts to revolutionize

the Internet so as to replace current routing protocols with

next generation counterparts [2], [3], [5], [6]. These efforts

have been focused on achieving a better routing architecture

in various dimensions, such as path diversity, path expression

and selection, and routing granularity.

Analysis made by Teixeira et al. reveals that, at the intra-

domain level, majority of entry-exit point pairs of Tier-1

ISPs have several disjoint paths connecting them [7] which

illustrates the availability of path diversity in the topology.

At inter-domain level, nearly 75% of the time, there can be

found disjoint end-to-end paths. Unfortunately, the current

Internet architecture does not allow exploitation of this path

diversity. Several recent routing proposals aim to exploit this

path diversity through explicit route queries [3] and path

trading mechanisms [8]. A key goal of PVCR is to make

exploration and discovery of available paths an automated

process for users.

Path diversity only becomes useful when various players of

the network can better express and select which paths they

prefer. As increasing number of researchers pointed out [8],

bilateral negotiation of path alternatives may lead to significant

gains on resource usage and path quality at both intra-domain

and inter-domain levels. In [6], Subramanian et al. proposed

a hybrid inter-domain routing protocol which mainly targets

scalability issues of end-to-end QoS path establishment. In

[2], Yang et al. introduced a mechanism of multi-hop path

negotiations on source-based routing while preserving routing

scalability by imposing a hierarchical addressing scheme.

PVCR allows network entities to express their desired or

required path characteristics via contracts, and then allow

them select among possible path options satisfying or nearing

the expressed path characteristics. The scalability is achieved

via economic filtering techniques in addition to traditional

technical tools or timers.

In terms of routing granularity at the inter-domain level,

representation of an ISP plays a key role in realizing better

quality end-to-end paths. Though the existing architecture has

been following a simplistic representation of an ISP as a node,

such coarse abstraction does not allow ISPs to express their

internal conditions to a sufficient level, and thus causes signif-

icant inefficiencies in end-to-end path establishments. Recent

proposals attempt to increase this granularity by abstracting

an ISP as a set of virtual links [5] or virtual nodes [9]. PVCR

follows our earlier notion of representing an ISP as a set of

contract links.

Enhancement on routing granularity and expressiveness can

only be achieved through implementation and adoption of un-

derlying signaling protocols. IETF Path Computation Element

Working Group has been actively working toward standard-

ization of these signaling protocols [10], [11]. Although these

signaling protocols enable ISPs to negotiate construction of

end-to-end paths with technical and economic properties, they

delegate exploration of such AS-level paths to higher layers.

Exploration of these end-to-end paths can be challenging

[11], [12], as authors in [11] have proposed several heuristic-

based solutions to the AS-level path exploration problem.

However, these pre-computation based methods still incur

high computation costs as their scalability will become more

problematic with the flattening of the Internet and increasing

connectivity among ISPs.

II. PATH-VECTOR CONTRACT ROUTING

Simply demonstrated by Figure 2, PVCR path exploration

process starts with a path inquiry initiated by a source ISP.

Path inquiry packet describes the properties (e.g.,QoS, price

and duration) of an end-to-end (e2e) path whose composition
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Fig. 2. Path-Vector Contract Routing Path Negotiation [5]

Fig. 3. Path-Vector Contract Routing Path Negotiation [12]

is desired between a source and a destination ISP. Through

forwarding path inquiries, ISPs along the way either choose to

participate in composing such an end-to-end path or returning

the offer by dropping (filter) the inquiry packet.

In Figure 2, User X (which may be a stub ISP or a com-

pany), seeks a quality path to destination ISP 5, supporting at

least a guaranteed bandwidth level of 10 Mbps for 15 minutes

within the total budget of $10. We consider a more general

path-vector composition process where multiple metrics are

used instead of just the “minimum number of hops”. Once

ISP X initiates this path inquiry process, the problem for

intermediate ISPs is to decide whether it is technically and

economically feasible to involve in such a path composition.

If they find it feasible, then they will decrement their share

of budget and maybe confine the sought quality boundaries of

the path query according to their infrastructure capacity and

economic risks. Finally, they have to decide which neighbors

should be targeted as the next hop(s) of path inquiry process.

Each participant ISP adds itself into the path-vector list

in a received inquiry packet and forwards it to its selected

neighbors. Path-vector lists kept in these path inquiry packets

provide loop prevention mechanism for PVCR similarly to

BGP. If path inquiry packet ever reaches destination ISP,

source ISP will be informed about the e2e path with an

acknowledgment packet. Finally, after reservation process,

such e2e paths will be setup by stitching these forwarding

tunnels (edge-to-edge links) governed by individual ISPs along

the explored path.

A. Path Inquiry Forwarding

To control flooding of path inquiry packets, we introduce

breadth (BTTL) and depth (DTTL) time-to-live parameters.

BTTL parameter determines how many copies of a path

inquiry message can be made by participating ISPs while

DTTL parameter sets the maximum number of hops that a

path inquiry can be passed forward from its source towards

its destination. When BTTL value of an inquiry packet hits the

minimum value of 1, this packet cannot be further forwarded

to multiple neighbors, but just forwarded to a single next hop

(as long as its DTTL value does not hit minimum value of 0).

To further control forwarding of path inquiry packets, we

also limit the maximum number of next hops (e.g., neighbors)

that an ISP can forward copies of a path inquiry by maximum

forward (MAXFWD) parameter. As depicted in Figure 3, path

inquiry packets are only forwarded to 3 randomly selected

neighbors of total 7 neighbors due to MAXFWD limit of 3.

B. Locality Information

We use local topology information to guide randomized

forwarding of path inquiries, especially if they are in the

vicinity of destination ISP. Also, local topology informa-

tion increases scalability of PVCR by eliminating redundant

copies of path inquiries in significant numbers. Local topology

information here consists of the first-hop and second-hop

neighbors’ ASN numbers of an ISP which can be kept by a

Bloom Filter [13] in a memory efficient manner. If destination

ISP is in local neighborhood, then path inquiry packets can be

simply forwarded towards destination ISP without activating

randomized forwarding.

III. POLICY BASED ROUTING MECHANISMS

Thanks to its flexible query forwarding mechanisms, PVCR

allows ISPs to easily apply their policies in path exploration.

To showcase PVCR capabilities, we examine PVCR behavior

under simplistic ISP filtering and forwarding policies. As

depicted in Figure 3, BTTL budget of original path inquiry is

equally shared among copies of the original packet. However,

this distribution can be made more intelligently so as to

favor neighbors which are closer to Internet core or which

have more inter-domain connections (given these information

are available). In our analysis, we employ a very simplistic

policy which depends on the centrality of neighboring ISPs to

distribute BTTL budget. We use betweenness centrality as a

measure to determine ISP policy on forwarding path inquiry

packets. Here, we only aim to investigate improvements intro-

duced by even simple ISP policies on path exploration instead

of specifying a particular policy.

A. Experimental Setup

For our analysis, we implement PVCR forwarding mech-

anism guided by both local topology information and ISP

forwarding policy. Then, we investigate routing performance

of PVCR on recent AS-level topology provided by CAIDA as

of January 2010 [14]. We randomly choose 10,000 ISP source-

destination pairs out of 33,508 ISPs, execute PVCR with these

selected pairs and repeat the experiment with 31 different

seeds. To measure effectiveness of local information and

forwarding policy improvements, we define 6 different scenar-

ios: i) No Locality (N) scenario: No topology information is

provided to PVCR, ii) Locality (L) scenario: PVCR is guided

by local topology information, and iii) Locality with Filtering

Policy (LP) scenarios: Path inquiry packets are forwarded

in guidance of local topology information, however they are

filtered (or dropped) by intermediate ISPs at different rates
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Fig. 4. Path Exploration Success (95th percentile CI)
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Fig. 5. Path Diversity: Number of Path Explored (95th percentile CI)

according to ISP filtering policy. For example, in LP50 case,

path inquiry packets are dropped by an intermediate ISP with

50% probability. By introducing these filtering probabilities,

we want to emulate ISP policies which reflect risk averse or

non-cooperating ISP behavior. Also, intermediate ISPs may

drop path inquiry packets due to unavailability of edge-to-

edge resources (e.g., bandwidth), or infeasibility of an offer

(e.g., low price) ,or simply rate limiting policies imposed on

path inquiry packets.

B. Routing Performance and Scalability Analysis

1) Path Exploration Success: As shown in Figure 4, PVCR

achieves 100% path exploration success for all L scenarios

with various BTTL and MAXFWD values. For N and LP

scenarios, path exploration success significantly improves with

increasing BTTL and MAXFWD values. Moreover, even for

50% inquiry packet filtering,i.e., LP50 at BTTL=4096 and

MAXFWD=16, PVCR achieves 90.24% path exploration suc-

cess rate. These results indicate significant improvements over

our previous work which lacks ISP forwarding policies, i.e.,

BTTL distribution according to neighbor centrality. In fact,

PVCR is able to perform 62% path exploration success for

LP50 scenario given same BTTL and MAXFWD parameter

values in our previous study [12].

2) Path Diversity and Path Stretch: We also investigate

average number of explored paths for each path inquiry

process so as to measure path diversity captured by PVCR.
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Fig. 6. Path Stretch (95th percentile CI)
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Fig. 7. Total Number of Unique Path Request Messages (95th percentile CI)

As shown in Figure 5, PVCR is able to provide end-to-end

paths in great numbers. In that sense, we can argue that

PVCR is capable of capturing rich path diversity offered by

Internet as discovered by previous research [7]. Similar to path

exploration success, path diversity improves with the increase

in BTTL and MAXFWD values. Moreover, forwarding of path

inquiries in a structured, tier-based manner reduces the number

of paths explored by PVCR.

Another indicator of routing performance is path stretch

which measures the ratio of length of discovered paths to

the length of shortest path. With the increase in BTTL and

MAXFWD parameter values, PVCR becomes more capable

of discovering shorter paths due to increase in path inquiry

packet limits as can be seen in Figure 6. We have not observed

any performance degradation for path stretch in compared

to our previous study [12] due to forwarding policies. Path

stretch values between 1.5 and 2 indicate that PVCR is

not only able to find great number of paths but also paths

with high quality. Considering the path inflation due to BGP

policy-based routing, PVCR path stretch performance can be

considered as comparable, if not superior to BGP performance.

3) Control Traffic: In Figure 7, we plot how many copies

of original path inquiry packet is made on average. By

comparing N and L scenarios, we see that locality informa-

tion significantly decrease routing control traffic (nearly by

ten-fold for BTTL=4096 and MAXFWD=16). As expected,

routing control traffic increases with the increasing BTTL and
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Fig. 8. Total Graph Diversity as the indicator of existence of alternative-
disjoint paths (95th percentile CI)

MAXFWD parameter values. However, even at the worst case

of BTTL=4096 and MAXFWD=16, for L scenario, PVCR

generates 600 bps of non-priority control traffic ( assuming

200 bytes of median discovery packet size [15] during 5

minutes of path exploration expiry period ). We believe that

600 bps of control traffic per flow is reasonable considering

the target of elephant end-to-end QoS flows within enhanced

end-to-end service delivery context.

IV. PATH DIVERSITY AND RELIABILITY

Path diversity provided by routing protocols has recently

revived significant interest in the context of multi-path routing

and routing reliability [16], [17]. Multi-path routing propos-

als offer promising service performance improvements and

enhanced robustness via exploiting path diversity, whereas

routing reliability schemes depend on path diversity for finding

reliable fail-over paths in case of topology failures [16],

[17]. However, in both cases, diversity of paths only can be

considered useful if the explored paths can provide many

disjoint alternatives, since common links or routers among

multiple paths may lead shared bottleneck points for service

performance and single point of failures for service reliability.

In that sense, we analyze the path diversity of paths explored

by PVCR in terms of being independent and disjoint.

We have used the diversity scale developed in [16] which

practically measures the marginal utility of having additional

paths in terms of path diversity and reliability considering both

edge- and node- disjointness.

Following this method, we examine the paths explored by

PVCR and analyze the total graph diversity (TGD) by consid-

ering the overall path diversity between selected source and

destination pairs. Using the same framework given in previous

section, we selected 10,000 ISP pairs, finally calculate the

overall TGD value as described in [16]. We repeated this

experiment 31 times. As seen in Figure 8, PVCR achieves very

promising TGD values over 0.85 nearly for all cases (except

the case where BTTL budget is 512 and MAXFWD is 2).

Considering the reported TGD values below 0.7 for real ISP

topologies (e.g., AT&T and Sprint) and limitation in AS-level

abstraction of CAIDA topology, path diversity performance of

PVCR shows that as a result of smart-randomized forwarding

techniques PVCR is highly capable of offering useful path

diversity in terms of providing many alternative, disjoint paths

for the purposes of multi-path routing and routing reliability.

As also seen in Figure 8, BTTL parameter, filtering and

forwarding policies have only limited effect on TGD values.

However, MAXFWD parameter seems to have a major positive

effect on graph diversity.

V. TRAFFIC ENGINEERING WITH PVCR

Traffic Engineering (TE) has still been considered as a

challenging research area by many, however well studied. In

part, this challenging characteristic can be attributed to multi-

dimensional (e.g., intra- and inter-domain), multi-party (e.g.,

competing and cooperating ISPs) aspects of traffic engineering

[4], [8]. Adding further to its complexity, traffic engineering

can be also defined as a multi-metric optimization problem

(e.g., congestion avoidance and cost minimization) [8].

To analyze traffic engineering capabilities of PVCR, we

have developed a prototype of PVCR as an overlay to BGP

protocol on SSFNet packet-level simulator and investigated the

PVCR performance on solving traffic load-balancing problem

in inter-domain context. In this problem, with the assump-

tion that ISPs apply congestion-aware pricing, load-balancing

problem is not only avoiding congested paths (and long

delays) or construction of end-to-end paths with guaranteed

bandwidth but also exploring the path with the least cost. We

experimented with both 10 by 10 simplistic grid topology and

also more realistic topology created according to BA model

at inter-domain level.

Our experimental topology consists of 100 ISPs, 370 inter-

domain and 4248 edge-to-edge links which operates at 100

Gbps. We generated a unidirectional traffic flow for each ISP

pair. MAXFWD parameter and BTTL parameter are set as 2

and 1024 consequently.

To create a set of benchmark scenarios, we measure required

traffic flow volumes so as to achieve particular link utilization

levels at the mostly loaded inter-domain link of the topology.

For these benchmark scenarios, traffic flows take the end-to-

end paths calculated by BGP protocol. For the case of BGP50,

volumes of traffic flows are fixed at 115 Mbps (231 Mbps for

BGP100) so that the mostly loaded inter-domain link of the

topology would operate at 50 percent link utilization. Then,

with traffic flow size determined for each scenario, we run

PVCR prototype for 90 hours where every 30 minutes, end-

to-end paths are torn down and constructed again.

We group unidirectional edge-to-edge links according to

their egress inter-domain link and take the average price. We

plot these average price for individual ISPs on surface plot by

again taking average of the prices of all inter-domain links

belonging to each ISP. We also plot price maps for paths

calculated by BGP for comparison.

In Figure 9, we plot price maps for the scenarios where

maximum loaded inter-domain link of the topology operates

at 50, 90 and 120 percent of utilization. As utilization level

increases, hot spots appear to arise for topologies managed by

BGP. Meanwhile, PVCR achieves price stability and greater

egress traffic load balancing as depicted by equally elevated
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(d) PVCR: 50% utilization (e) PVCR: 90% utilization (f) PVCR: 120% utilization
Fig. 9. Network Price Map on a 10x10 Grid Topology

flat surface of price maps for all utilization levels. For

topologies managed by BGP, service prices peak at 28 - 30

level for central ISPs which constitute the hot spots, while

periphery ISPs operate at relatively lower price range of 20

to 24. However, for topologies managed by PVCR, prices are

homogeneous within the range of 20 to 21.

We depend on default shortest-path calculation and tie-

breaking mechanisms of BGP protocol which does not con-

sider any complex TE policies widely-adopted today. However,

regardless of the effectiveness of these TE practices, BGP

is prone to create hot spots due to lack of coordinated TE

mechanisms beyond next-hop.

VI. SUMMARY

In this work, we introduce our Path-Vector Contract Rout-

ing implementation within the context of Contract Switching

Architecture. Contract Switching Architecture allows an ISP

to define itself as a set of edge-to-edge links so that an

ISP can offer its edge-to-edge capacity as contracts which

define enhanced connectivity services in rich multi-metric

representation. An enterprise user or an ISP becomes capa-

ble of establishing end-to-end multi-domain QoS paths by

stitching these edge-to-edge contracts. We analyze such multi-

domain, multi-metric end-to-end path construction in a path-

vector style using path-vector contracts. Finally, we show that

PVCR can successfully provide flexible tools which inherently

support multi-path routing, traffic engineering and rich-policy

management.
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